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ABSTRACT
We report on recent work on human-robot spoken dialogue interaction in the context of
Hygeiorobot, a project that aims to build a mobile robotic assistant for hospitals. Spoken
dialogue systems are particularly suitable to this context, as the robot does not carry a
keyboard or other common interaction devices, and is intended to be used by people with
little or no computing experience. In this paper, we concentrate on dialogue management
issues. After providing a brief survey of dialogue management techniques, we focus on
particular issues that need to be addressed in human-robot interaction, and the
considerations that influenced the design of Hygeiorobot’s dialogue manager. We then
describe in detail the spoken dialogue capabilities of Hygeiorobot’s current demonstrator
and the tasks that the demonstrator can perform, concluding with plans for future work.
Keywords: spoken dialogue systems, human-computer interaction, robots.
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Introduction

Robots in current use perform mostly tasks that
require little, if any, interaction with casual users; for
example, heavy load continuous work in factories,
power plants, etc. In recent years, however, robotic
assistants are becoming more common in
environments such as offices or houses, where robots
often need to communicate with users much less
exposed to technology than their previous operators.
In situations of this type, communication via spoken
dialogue systems (SDSs) appears to be a promising
approach.
SDSs allow users to interact with machines by means
of spoken dialogues in natural language. The general
architecture of SDSs comprises six components, as
shown in Figure 1. The speech input is first processed
by a speech recognizer, which converts it to a written
form. This is then passed to the language analyzer,
which constructs a logical representation of the user’s

utterance. Using this representation, information on
the previous discourse, and knowledge of the task to
be performed, the dialogue manager may then decide
to communicate with an external application or
device, in our case the robot’s controller, or convey a
follow-up message to the user. In the latter case, a
logical representation of the message is passed to
response generator, which generates an appropriate
response in written form and passes it to the speech
synthesizer.
This paper focuses mostly on dialogue management,
based on work performed in the context of
“Hygeiorobot”, a project whose goal is to develop a
mobile robotic assistant for hospitals.1
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Figure 1: Architecture of spoken dialogue systems
The robot is intended to perform simple tasks in
hospitals, such as the delivery of messages or
medicines to particular rooms, interacting with
hospital staff via spoken dialogues.
Section 2 below provides a brief introduction to
spoken dialogue management techniques. Section 3
discusses previous work on natural language
interaction with robots. Section 4, then, describes the
SDS capabilities of Hygeiorobot. Section 5 concludes
and provides directions for future work.
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Dialogue management techniques

The most commonly used and simplest dialogue
management techniques are state-based [AO1995,
McT1997, McT1998]. These techniques represent the
possible dialogues by a series of states, as shown in
Figure 2. At each state, the system may ask the user
for specific information, it may generate a response to
the user, or it may access an external application. The
structure of the dialogue is predefined, and at each
state the user is expected to provide particular inputs.
This makes the user’s utterances easier to predict,
leading to faster development and more robust
systems at the expense of limited flexibility in the
structure of the dialogues.
TASK: Get payment details from Users

Figure 2: State-based
dialogue
STATE 1
Ask User name
STATE 2
Ask payment
method
Bank account

STATE 3a
Ask User bank
account details

Credit card

STATE 3b
Ask User credit
card details

Figure 2: State-based dialogue
For simple tasks, state-based techniques are often the
most practical solution. In complex tasks, however,

Frame-based techniques use frames instead of series
of states [HStD+1996, VvZ1996], as shown in Figure
3. In this case, each frame represents a task or
subtask, and it has slots representing the pieces of
information that the system needs in order to
complete the task. The system formulates questions to
fill in particular slots that remain empty (e.g. the day
slot in Figure 3), but the user may get the initiative of
the dialogue and provide more information than
asked (e.g. both the day and month). This additional
information is used to fill in more slots, saving the
user from having to answer subsequent questions, and
leading to shorter dialogues compared to state-based
approaches. On the other hand, user utterances
become less restricted and, hence, harder to predict,
compared to state-based techniques, which increases
the time needed to develop a robust system.
SUBTASK: Enquire Date

GIVE_DATE

GIVE_DAY

DAY
GIVE_MONTH

GIVE_YEAR

MONTH
YEAR

Figure 3: Frame-based dialogue
Rather than modeling the task, plan-based techniques
concentrate on identifying the user’s plan and
determining how they can contribute towards the
execution of that plan [FA1993 , ASF+1994,
AMRS1996, ABD+2001]. This is a dynamic process,
whereby new information from the user may force the
system to modify its initial perception of the user’s
plan and its possible contribution. Plan-based
techniques typically allow for greater degrees of user
initiative in the dialogues, compared to previously
mentioned approaches, and have proven to be
particularly well suited to problems where the pieces
of information or actions that are needed to perform a
task are hard to predict in advance (e.g. repairing a
machine, rather than simply accessing a bank
account). The implementation and maintenance of
plan-based systems, however, is far more complex,
compared to systems based on the previous
approaches.
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Natural language and robots

There have been several attempts to build mobile
robots with natural language interaction capabilities,
though the language facilities of many of them were
rather simple, and would not qualify as full SDSs. We
have studied several of them, in order to identify
particular issues that need to be taken into
consideration when developing SDSs for mobile
robots:
RHINO is a robotic guide that can move within a
museum
and
describe
particular
exhibits
[BCF+1998]. It does not support true dialogues, but
can recognize simple phrases like “execute tour
number 3”. Tours, then, follow fixed routes, using
canned spoken utterances. An older robotic guide was
Polly, a vision-based robot that could offer guided
tours in an office environment [Hor1993, Hor1996].
Polly’s interaction mechanisms were more primitive:
users would indicate their will to go on a tour by
waving their feet, and the robot would then move
around using canned utterances to describe various
landmarks.
TJ
[Tor1994]
offered
similar
functionality, but it could also obey simple standalone commands (e.g. “go to the conference room” or
“go left”) and answer questions about its
whereabouts, both typed on a keyboard.
MAIA, a robot that could carry objects from one
place to another [ACCF1993, ACC+1994], was also
able to obey simple spoken command phrases.
Around the same time, the second of the authors was
involved in the design of a mobile office assistant at
the Microsoft Research Institute of Macquarie
University, which could deliver parcels, guide visitors
to offices, or offer guided tours. The robot used a
commercial dictation system for speech recognition, a
state-based dialogue manager, and a language
analyzer based on the language interface of
[Andr1996].
Jijo-2
[AMF+1999,
FAM1998,
MAM+1999] is a mobile office assistant with similar
capabilities, which can convey information and guide
people through an office environment. It
communicates in Japanese using a frame-based SDS.
A finer example of robotic assistants is the AESOP
3000 surgical robot [Ver1998]. This is a voicecontrolled robot used for delicate work in heart
surgery, in effect replacing the hand of the surgeon
who controls it by voice. Although it does not
provide a full SDS, it is, nonetheless, a very
promising example of the growing use of robots in
novel
environments.
Multi-modal
interfaces,
comprising both speech, keyboard and point-and-

click input, have also been employed in recent robots
[LBGP2001, PSA+2001].
Studying the robots above led us to the following
observations: First, the state of the art in natural
language interaction allows usable SDSs to be
developed for robots, that advance beyond simple
stand-alone commands. Having said this, a second
observation is that even without language
capabilities, mobile robots can be very complex,
involving several subsystems (e.g. navigation, vision,
planning) that need to communicate efficiently at real
time. This calls for language interaction techniques
that are easy to specify and maintain, and that lead to
robust and fast language processing. Third, the tasks
that most mobile assistants are expected to perform
typically require only a limited amount of
information from the users; this also applies to
Hygeiorobot. These points argue in favor of simple
dialogue management approaches, namely state- or
frame-based techniques, rather than more complex,
plan recognition mechanisms. A fourth observation is
that robotic assistants often have to operate in noisy
environments (e.g. offices, or in our case, hospital
corridors), where they need to interact with many
casual users; in our case, hospital staff. This calls for
speaker-independent speech recognition and, again,
robust language processing.
Overall, then, state- or frame-based approaches
appear more suited to mobile robotic assistants like
Hygeiorobot’s. We have opted for a state-based
approach, on the grounds that: (a) a rich development
platform for state-based dialogues, which includes a
robust speaker-independent recognizer and text to
speech synthesis, namely the CSLU Toolkit
[SCdV+1998], is freely available for research
purposes, and (b) the development time for statebased systems is typically shorter, and Hygeiorobot’s
SDS had to be constructed in a relatively short time.
We also decided not to consider multi-modal input,
since our robotic platform does not provide on-board
keyboards or pointing-devices.
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Talking to Hygeiorobot

We now describe in more detail Hygeiorobot’s SDS.
The SDS allows users to specify all the information
that is necessary to deliver a medicine or message to a
specific room or patient. The users can also ask for
information about the patients, such as the phone or
room number of a patient. Furthermore, it is possible
to have several tasks pending; for example, it is
possible to assign a new delivery to the robot while it
is on its way to another room. Figure 4 provides an
example of a dialogue with Hygeiorobot.

[H] – Hello, this is Hygeiorobot. Please state your action and priority.
[U] – Medicine delivery at high priority please.
[H] – Please select the room number for the delivery
[U] – 911.
[H] – You have selected room number “911”. Is this correct?
[U] – Yes.
[H] – Would you like to give the recipient name?
[U] – Yes. DeForest Kelley.
[H] – So you want me to deliver to room “911” to the person by the name
of “DeForest Kelley”.
[U] – Yes.

Figure 4: A dialogue with Hygeiorobot

The SDS was developed using the CSLU Toolkit
(Figure 5), and it currently supports dialogues in
English. Additional speech resources are being
developed to support Greek as well. A special minigrammar was developed for each state, which uses
knowledge about the utterances that are likely to be
used at each state to identify and extract relevant
pieces of information from the user’s input. Knowing
which words to expect at each state also helps the
speech recognizer, which leads to acceptable
recognition even in noisy environments.

Figure 5: The CSLU-based SDS at work
The dialogue manager was designed to perform
relatively short dialogues. The main goal, however,
was to ensure that the user’s input is interpreted
correctly. There are confirmation sub-dialogues at
key points to allow the users to check the robot’s
interpretation of their utterances, and to repeat them if
necessary. Additional help and clarification messages
are also available.
The SDS has so far been connected to a simulator of
the robot’s main controller, shown in Figure 6, which
allows one to simulate the controller’s decisions on
which pending task is to be performed, the times
when the robot reaches a particular room, etc.
Informal tests indicate that the speed and overall
performance of the SDS is satisfactory. Integration
and field tests with the actual robot are expected to
start soon.

Figure 6: The simulator of the robot’s controller
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Conclusions

We have provided a brief overview of spoken
dialogue systems in the context of human-robot
interaction. We have also presented a spoken
dialogue system intended to allow hospital staff to
interact with a robotic assistant that provides
information and delivers medicines and messages to

particular rooms or patients. The system has so far
been tested with a simulator of the robot’s controller.
Future project work will be devoted to the integration
with the actual robot and field tests. In longer-term
work we plan to investigate the usage of machine
learning techniques to acquire dialogue management
models from corpora of transcribed dialogues.
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